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Stage decks stairs

We offer two ways to build stairs to your stage platform. Here you see the step-on and build-on solution which requires step decks of 30cm 
(12”) deep. By using the special spacer and removing the dots (caps) from the deck, a pivot connector can be inserted to mount the stair 
legs. On the next page you can find the required parts to build an add-on stairway.
 
The solution to use the mount on stairways is also possible. Eurotruss offers both solutions!

Add on Stairs to your Stage Deck Floor
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Step stairs Metric

Productcode

EDSF-1x03

EDSF-ADAPTOR

EDSF-HR

ED-SHRI-ADAPTOR

Product

Stage deck step 100 x 30cm

Stairs Adaptor

Modular stair handrail

Adapter for mounting on deck

Step stairs Imperial

Productcode

EDSF-1,2x03

EDSF-ADAPTOR

EDSF-HR

ED-SHRI-ADAPTOR

Product

Stage deck step 4 x 1 ft.

Stairs Adaptor

Modular stair handrail

Adapter for mounting on deck

Special sized steps are available to make stairs from stage decks, to build this Metric sized system you need the special deck, the 

adaptor and special legs that fixates the stair adaptor.

Step stairs Metric

Stage decks stairs

Special sized steps are available to make stairs from stage decks, to build this Imperial sized system you need the special deck, the 

adaptor and special legs that fixates the stair adaptor.

Step stairs Imperial
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Fixed Stairs

Modular stairs with all steps of the same height; available in four different heights. The stairs have adjustable feet which make it 
possible to place and level the stairs on uneven surfaces. The material of the construction is welded from steel profiles, the steps are 
made of 15mm plywood.

Connection of the stair parts

Connection of the railing

Attachment to the deck

* Stairs are standard delivered without the safety railing

A specially angled handrail is available for fixed stairs, there are no extra connectors needed, as they are included with the 
handrail. Mounting the hand railing to the fixed stairs is very easy and fast bolting the handrail to the stairway. All is predrilled 
and the bolts and wing nuts are included.

Handrailing for Fixed Stairs

Handrails For Fixed Stairways

Productcode

ED-SHRO-STS

For use with

Modular Stairs (no connectors needed)
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Fixed Stairs

Fixed Stair 8 in. / 20cm

Productcode

ESD-STS-02

EDS-STS-08I

Height

20 cm.

8 in.

Fixed stair 1st step

Fixed Stair 16 in. / 40cm 

Productcode

ESD-STS-04

EDS-STS-16I

Height

40 cm.

16 in.

Fixed stair 2nd step

Fixed Stair 24 in. / 60cm 

Productcode

ESD-STS-06

EDS-STS-24I

Height

60 cm.

24 in.

Fixed stair 3rd step

Fixed Stair 32 in. / 80cm

Productcode

ESD-STS-08

EDS-STS-32I

Height

80 cm.

32 in.

Fixed stair 4 th step
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